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1- Writing  
“Festivals are happy occasions in which people enjoy the fun and entertainment. Everyone finds in festivals 

something they enjoy most.” Plan and Write a two -paragraph reports (not less than 12 sentences) about festivals 

explaining activities people do in festivals that make them happy and what you find most exciting.  

(Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion) 
The Plan (2 M) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Festivals are very important in each society. There are many activities people do in 

festivals. They decorate their homes, buildings, streets and shopping malls. Some people 

march in the streets wearing the national dress. They wave flags and sing songs. Some people 

go shopping because shops offer big sales. Other people watch concerts or TV shows. Going 

camping is one of the most common activities in festivals. Socializing with friends is another 

activity which makes people happy. Some people have feasts or make special tasty food. 

          There are many exciting things I do in festivals. I usually meet with my friends. I 

sometimes invite them at home to have lunch together. We go to Winterland Kuwait to enjoy 

our time. We sometimes stroll around the city. I also like watching fireworks at night. I enjoy 

watching parades and the dance.  I certainly visit my relatives. We play games and share the 

fun. We have a barbecue dinner in the desert. I sometimes go shopping to buy the best bargain. 

I attend ceremonies and performances too.      

 

 

 

 

1- decorate homes, march in the streets 

2- sing songs, wave flags 

3- go shopping 

4- watch concerts, TV 

5- go camping / discounts 

6- socialise with friends 

7- have feasts 

1- meet my friends 

2- watch fireworks at night 

3- parades and dance 

4- visit relatives 

5- go shopping, sales 

6- best bargain 

7- performances, ceremonies 

Festivals 

Activities people do in festivals that makes 

them happy and why 
What I find most exciting and why 

         ョヱ ユヰハケやヲセヱ ユヰΒルゅらョヱ ユヰャコゅレョ ラヲレΑゴΑ .れゅルゅィゲヰヨャや ヶプ サゅレャや ゅヰシケゅヨΑ ヶわャや るトゼルΕや リョ ギΑギバャや ポゅレワ .ノヨわイョ モミ ヶプ やギィ るヨヰョ れゅルゅィゲヰヨャやゲ ゴミや
わヨャや ラΕ ベヲジわヤャ サゅレャや ヂバよ ょワグΑ .ヶルゅビΕや ラヲレピΑヱ ュΚハΕゅよ ラヲェヲヤΑ .ヶレヅヲャや ヵゴャや リΑギゎゲョ ネケやヲゼャや ヶプ ラヱゲΒジΑ サゅレャや ヂバよ .ベヲジわャや れゅツΒヘガゎ ュギボゎ ゲィゅ

ヲわャや .れゅルゅィゲヰヨャや ヶプ ゅ⇔ハヲΒセ るトゼルΕや ゲんミぺ リョ ユΒΒガわャや ギバΑ .るΒルヲΑゴヘヤわャや アョやゲらャや ヱぺ るΒボΒシヲヨャや れΚヘエャや ラヱゲカΓや ソゅガセΕや ギワゅゼΑ .りゲΒらミ ヲワ ¬ゅホギタΕや ノョ モタや
 サゅレャや ヂバよ .¬やギバシ サゅレャや モバイΑ ゲカへ ヅゅゼル ユもΙヲャや ラヲヨΒボΑ.や⇔グΑグャ ゅ ⇔ョゅバヅ ラヲバレダΑ ヱぺ 

 
         ⇔バョ ¬やギピャや メヱゅレわャ メゴレヨャや ヶプ ユワヲハキぺ ゅ⇔ルゅΒェぺ .ヶもゅホギタぺ モよゅホぺ ゅョ りキゅハ .れゅルゅィゲヰヨャや ヶプ ゅヰよ ュヲホぺ ヶわャや りゲΒんヨャや ¬ゅΒセΕや リョ ギΑギバャや ポゅレワ ギルΙゲわレΑヱ ヴャま ょワグル .ゅ

よ ノわヨわシぺ ゅルぺ .モΒヤャや ヶプ るΑケゅレャや ゆゅバャΕや りギワゅゼョ ょェぺ ゅツΑぺ ゅルぺ .るレΑギヨャや ヶプ メヲイわル ゅ⇔ルゅΒェぺ .ゅレわホヲよ ネゅわヨわシΚャ ろΑヲムャや ケヱコぺ ギΒミほわャゅよ ゅルぺ .ゾホゲャやヱ れやゲΒジヨャや りギワゅゼヨ
 .ゥゲヨャや ポケゅゼルヱ ゆゅバャΕや ょバヤル リエル .ヶよケゅホぺモヨバよ ュヲボル  チヱゲバャやヱ れΙゅヘわェΙや ゲツェぺ ゅルぺ .るボヘタ モツプぺ ¬やゲゼャ ベヲジわヤャ ょワクぺ ゅ⇔ルゅΒェぺ .¬やゲエダャや ヶプ ¬やヲセ ¬ゅゼハ

.ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ 



2- Writing  
'' It is not how much we have, but how much we enjoy, that makes happiness. 

In fact, happiness does have a very important impact on the way we live our lives. ざ Pﾉ;ﾐ ;ﾐS ┘ヴｷデW ; ヴWヮﾗヴデ ﾗa 
two paragraphs (not less than 12 sentences) about ''Happiness'' explaining the importance of happiness for the 

individuals and the society as well as  the main sources of happiness and what makes you happy. 

NB: (Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                 Happiness is very important in our life. It is important for both the individuals and 

the society. It gives you a strong immune system. It helps you recover from surgery fast. It 

makes you look younger and live longer. Happy people can enjoy every single moment of their 

lives.  It is also good for the society. Happy people are sociable and helpful. They contribute 

to the society. They are always cooperative with others. 
 

                  There are many sources of happiness. The most important source of happiness is 

good health. There are other sources like family, friends and work. Money is also very 

necessary to live a happy life. There are many things that make me happy. I feel happy when 

I do a sport like football. I also feel happy when I eat my favourite meal. Going shopping is 

another source of happiness to me. Playing games makes me happy too. Getting together with 

my family makes me happy as well.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1- strong immune system 

2- recover quickly from illness 

3- healthy, fit 

4- live longer, look younger 

5- sociable, helpful 

6- contribute to society 

1- good health 

2- family, friends, work 

3- enough money, faith 

4- games, food 

5- watch tv, play games 

6- go camping, shopping 

''Happiness'' 

the importance of happiness for the 

individuals and the society 
the main sources of happiness and 

what makes me happy. 

      るヨヰョ りキゅバジャや マヤバイΑ .るハゲジよ るェやゲイャや リョ ヶプゅバわャや ヴヤハ ポギハゅジΑ .ヵヲホ るハゅレョ ュゅヌル マエレヨΑ .ノヨわイヨャやヱ キやゲプΕや リョ モムャ ユヰョ ヮルま .ゅレゎゅΒェ ヶプ やギィ
 ¬やギバジャや ソゅガセΕや .ノヨわイヨヤャ ギΒヘョ ヮルぺ ゅヨミ .ユヰゎゅΒェ ヶプ るヌエャ モムよ ネゅわヨわシΙや ¬やギバジャや ソゅガセΖャ リムヨΑ .メヲヅぺ りゲわヘャ ズΒバゎヱ ゅレシ ゲピタぺ ヱギらゎ

ワゅジΑ .ラヲルヱゅバわョヱ ラヲジルぽョ.リΑゲカΓや ノョ ラヲルヱゅバわョ ゅヨもやキ ユワ .ノヨわイヨャや ヶプ ラヲヨ 
 
       ヵケヱゲッ メゅヨャや .モヨバャやヱ ¬ゅホギタΕやヱ るヤもゅバャや モんョ ンゲカぺ ケキゅダョ ポゅレワ .りギΒイャや るエダャや ヲワ りキゅバジヤャ ケギダョ ユワぺ .りキゅバジャや ケキゅダョ リョ ギΑギバャや ポゅレワ

 サケゅョぺ ゅョギレハ りキゅバジャゅよ ゲバセぺ .やギΒバシ ヶレヤバイゎ りゲΒんミ ¬ゅΒセぺ ポゅレワ .りギΒバシ りゅΒェ ズΒバヤャ ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ メヱゅレゎぺ ゅョギレハ りキゅバジャゅよ ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ ゲバセぺ .ュギボャや りゲミ モんョ るッゅΑケ
 ⇔ツΑぺ や ⇔ギΒバシ ヶレヤバイΑ ヶわヤもゅハ ノョ ¬ゅボわャΙや ラま ゅツΑや やギΒバシ ヶレヤバイΑ ょバヤャや .ヶャ るらジレャゅよ りキゅバジヤャ ゲカへ ケギダョ ヲワ ベヲジわヤャ ゆゅワグャや .るヤツヘヨャや ヶわらィヱ.ゅ 

 



3- Writing  
 “Sport is the key to a long healthy lifestyle. It improves your self-confidence, concentration, social skills and 

general health,” ざ Pﾉ;ﾐ ;ﾐS ┘ヴｷデW ; ヴWヮﾗヴデ ﾗa デ┘ﾗ ヮ;ヴ;ｪヴ;ヮｴゲ ふﾐﾗデ ﾉWゲゲ デｴ;ﾐ ヱヲ ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲぶ ;Hﾗ┌デ ゎYour favourite 

Sport", describing its rules and equipment and showing the benefits you get from it.  

NB: (Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

              Sport is very important in our life. My favourite sport is football. There are many 

rules to play football. There are two teams of eleven players each. The game lasts for 90 

minutes on two halves. You must play with your feet. You must kick the ball into the goal. The 

team with the most points win. You mustn't play with your hands. You mustn't argue with 

the referee. You must play fairly. You need some equipment such as a ball, a T-shirt, shorts 

and cleats. 

             There are many benefits I get from football. It gives me strong muscles and bones. Also, it 

makes me fit and healthy. Moreover, it helps me think better. In addition , it helps me take the right 

decisions. Additionally , it promotes teamwork. Besides, it improves foot-eye co-ordination. 

Likewise, it increases my self-confidence. Similarly , it helps me make new friends too. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 

1- 11 players in each team 

2- game lasts 90 m / play with feet 

3- kick the ball into the goal 

4- team with more goals win 

5- mustn't play with hands 

6- mustn't argue with the referee 

7- play fairly 

8-   T-shirts, shorts, cleats  

1- strong muscles, bones 

2- fit, healthy  

3- think better 

4- take the right decisions  

5- promotes teamwork 

6- foot-eye coordination 

7- increase self-confidence  

8- make friends 

My favourite Sport 

Its rules and equipment The benefits I get from it. 

          りゲミ ヶワ るヤツヘヨャや ヶわッゅΑケ .ゅレゎゅΒェ ヶプ やギィ るヨヰョ るッゅΑゲャや  .ゅヨヰレョ モムャ ゅらハΙ ゲゼハ ギェぺ リョ ラゅボΑゲプ ポゅレワ .ュギボャや りゲミ ょバヤャ りゲΒんミ ギハやヲホ ポゅレワ .ュギボャや
 りギヨャ るらバヤャや ゲヨわジゎ90  .コヲヘΑ ヅゅボレャや リョ キギハ ゲらミぺ ヴヤハ モダエΑ ヵグャや ペΑゲヘャや .ヴョゲヨャや ヶプ りゲムャや モミケ マΒヤハ ょイΑ .マΒョギボよ ょバヤゎ ラぺ ょイΑ .リΒヅヲセ ヶプ るボΒホキ

や ノョ メキゅイゎ ラぺ ょイΑ Ι .マΑギΒよ ょバヤゎ ラぺ ょイΑ Ι.ザΒよゅよキヱ りゲΒダホ モΑヱやゲシヱ ゾΒヨホヱ りゲミ モんョ れやギバヨャや ヂバよ ヴャま るィゅエよ ろルぺ .るワやゴレよ ょバヤゎ ラぺ ょイΑ .ユムエャ 
 
           ギもやヲヘャや リョ ギΑギバャや ポゅレワ ヨゎ .ュギボャや りゲミ リョ ゅヰΒヤハ モダェぺ ヶわャやヰルぺ ゅヨミ .るΑヲホ ュゅヌハヱ れΚツハ ヶレエレイゎ ゅ ヴヤハ りヱΚハ .ゅ⇔Βエタヱ ゅ⇔ボもΙ ヶレヤバ∩マャク ヰプ ヶ

ジゎ ヴャま るプゅッΗゅよ .モツプぺ モムゼよ ゲΒムヘわャや ヴヤハ ヶルギハゅ∩マャク  ヴャま るプゅッΗゅよ .るエΒエダャや れやケやゲボャや クゅガゎや ヶプ ヶルギハゅジゎ ヶヰプ∩マャク ヰルみプバゎ ゅ ヴャま .ヶハゅヨイャや モヨバャや コゴ
 ょルゅィ∩マャク ヰルみプゎ ゅ .リΒバャやヱ ュギボャや リΒよ ペΒジレわャや リジエ∩モんヨャゅよヱ ヰルみプゎ ゅ .ヶジヘレよ ヶわボを リョ ギΑゴよヱゎ ∩モんヨャゅ りギΑギィ れゅホやギタ リΑヲムゎ ヶプ ヶルギハゅジ.ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ 

 



4- Writing  
''Health is not valued until sickness comes'-Thomas fuller. "It is health that is the real wealth, and not pieces of 

ｪﾗﾉS ;ﾐS ゲｷﾉ┗Wヴくざ に Mahatma Gandhi." Plan and write a report of two paragraphs (not less than 12 sentences) 

;Hﾗ┌デ さliving a Healthy lifeざ explaining what habits to avoid and what precautions to take.  

Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Living a healthy life is very important in our life. There are many habits we should avoid. 
We shouldn't eat fast food. We shouldn't share personal things with others. We should avoid 
eating a lot of chocolate or sweets. We should avoid staying up late. It’s important not to be lazy. 
It’s important not to watch too much TV.  We shouldn’t smoke  
 
 

                 There are many precautions to take to be healthy. We should take vitamins and vaccinations. 
We should go to the dentist every 6 months. It’s important to have a medical checkup regularly. 
It’s important to eat healthy food like fish and fruits. It’s healthy to drink more water and fresh 
juice. It’s healthy to do a sport or exercise. Washing our hands regularly helps us keep healthy 
too. 
 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 

1- eat fast food 

2- share personal things 

3-  drink fizzy drinks 

4-  eat chocolate, sweets 

5-  stay up late / laziness 

6-  watch too much TV 

7-  smoking 

1- take vitamins, vaccination 

2- go to the dentist 

3- medical check-up 

4- eat healthy food 

5- drink more water, fresh juice 

6- do a sport, exercise 

7- wash hands regularly 

Living a Healthy life 

What habits to avoid What precautions to take.  

 

          や ラャや ゅレャ ヶピらレΑ Ι .るバΑゲジャや れゅらィヲャや モミほル ラぺ ょイΑ Ι .ゅヰらレイわル ラぺ ょイΑ ヶわャや れやキゅバャや リョ ギΑギバャや ポゅレワ .ゅレゎゅΒェ ヶプ るΑゅピヤャ ユヰョ ゲョぺ るΒエタ りゅΒエ
ャや リョ .ゲカほわョ ろホヲャ ゲヰジャや ょレイわル ラぺ ょイΑ .れゅΑヲヤエャや ヱぺ るゎΙヲミヲゼャや メヱゅレゎ リョ ケゅんミΗや ょレイわル ラぺ ょイΑ .リΑゲカΓや ノョ るΒダガゼャや ¬ゅΒセΕや るミケゅゼョ ユヰヨ

コゅヘヤわャや ギワゅゼゎ Ιぺ ユヰヨャや リョ .⇔Ιヲジミ ラヲムゎ Ιぺ ゲΒんミ.や リカギル ラぺ ょイΑ Ι 
                  れゅレΒョゅわΒヘャや メヱゅレわル ラぺ ょイΑ .りギΒィ るエダよ ラヲムわャ ゅワクゅガゎや ょイΑ ヶわャや れゅヅゅΒわェΙや リョ ギΑギバャや ポゅレワれゅヨΒバトわャやヱ ょΒらヅ ヴャま ょワグル ラぺ ょイΑ .

 モミ ラゅレシΕや6  ¬ゅヨャや リョ ギΑゴヨャや ゆゲセ ヶエダャや リョ .ヮミやヲヘャやヱ マヨジャや モんョ ヶエタ ュゅバヅ メヱゅレゎ ユヰヨャや リョ .ュゅヌわルゅよ ヶらヅ ゾエプ ¬やゲィま ユヰヨャや リョ .ゲヰセぺ
コゅトャや ゲΒダバャやヱ.ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ ゅレわエタ ヴヤハ ドゅヘエャや ヶプ ュゅヌわルゅよ ゅレΑギΑぺ モジビ ゅルギハゅジΑ .リΑゲヨわャや ヱぺ るッゅΑゲャや るシケゅヨョ ヶエダャや リョ .ァ 

 



5- Writing  
 さIﾐデWﾉﾉｷｪWﾐIW ｷゲ ; ﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞が ﾐﾗデ ; ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ ﾗﾐWく TｴWヴW ;ヴW ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪWS ヮWﾗヮﾉW ┘ｴﾗ ﾏ;ﾐ;ｪWS デﾗ ヮヴﾗ┗W 
their exceptional intelligence.''  

Pﾉ;ﾐ ;ﾐS ┘ヴｷデW ; ヴWヮﾗヴデ ﾗa デ┘ﾗ ヮ;ヴ;ｪヴ;ヮｴゲ ふﾐﾗデ ﾉWゲゲ デｴ;ﾐ ヱヲ ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲぶ ;Hﾗ┌デ さA great person with a physical disabilityくざ 
describing her/ his achievements and the moral lessons that you learn from him/her.  

Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Taha Hussein is a great person with a physical disability. He is one of Egypt’s most 
important thinkers. He was born blind but he did well at school. He got a PhD degree from 

Cairo university. He got a second PhD from France. He wrote many books e.g. “The Days”. 
He was honored in many countries. He got many medals too. He was the minister of education 

in Egypt.  He said “Education is a right as water and air”. He got the title “ The Dean of 

Arabic Literature ”.         
             We learn many moral lessons from him. We shouldn’t give up hope whatever happens. 
We learn to do our best and face challenges of life. We should study hard to succeed. We have 

to overcome hardships of life. We learn that success is very close. We learn that disability is 

not an excuse to failure. We should have strong-will, patience and determination. It’s 
important to work hard to achieve and goals. We learn not to judge a book by its cover.  

 

 

 

 

A great person with a physical 

disability 

His achievements The moral lessons that I learn 

from him 

1- Taha Hussein, Egyptian thinker 

2-  blind, studied Al Azhar University 

3- Phd, Cairo university 

4- PhD, Paris 

5- wrote many books, novels, 

6- minister of education  

7- “The Dean of Arabic literature” 

1- shouldn’t give up hope 

2- do our best / face challenges 

3- study hard to succeed 

4- overcome hardships 

5- disability isn’t an excuse to failure 

6- strong – will, patience, determination 

7- work hard to achieve goals 

              ユワぺ ギェぺ ヮルま .るΑギジィ るホゅハま ノョ ユΒヌハ ゾガセ リΒジェ ヮヅ るィケキ ヴヤハ モダェ .るシケギヨャや ヶプ ゅ⇔レジェ ⇔¬Κよ ヴヤよぺ ヮレムャ ヴヨハぺ ギャヱ ギボャ .ゲダョ ヵゲムヘョ
や ヶプ ヮヨΑゲムゎ ユゎ ."ュゅΑΕや" .メゅんヨャや モΒらシ ヴヤハ ょわムャや リョ ギΑギバャや ょわミ .ゅジルゲプ リョ るΒルゅんャや ロやケヲわミギャや ヴヤハ モダェ .りゲワゅボャや るバョゅィ リョ ロやケヲわミギャや .ラやギヤらャや リョ ギΑギバャ

コヱ ラゅミ .ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ れゅΒャやギΒヨャや リョ ギΑギバャや ヴヤハ モダェ."ヶよゲバャや ゆキΕや ギΒヨハ" ょボャ メゅル ."¬やヲヰャやヱ ¬ゅヨャゅミ ペェ ユΒヤバわャや" :メゅホ .ゲダョ ヶプ ユΒヤバわャやヱ るΒよゲわヤャ やゲΑ 
 

             ケギル ラぺ ょイΑ .りゅΒエャや れゅΑギエゎ ヮィやヲルヱ ゅルギヰィ ンケゅダホ メグらル ラぺ ユヤバわル .ゐギェ ゅヨヰョ モョΕや ギボヘル Ιぺ ょイΑ .るΒホΚカΕや サヱケギャや リョ ゲΒんムャや ヮレョ ユヤバわル サ
レΒヤハ .ゥゅイレャや ペΒボエわャ ギイよ るΑヲホ りキやケま ゅレΑギャ ラヲムΑ ラぺ ょイΑ .モゼヘヤャ やケグハ ろジΒャ るホゅハΗや ラぺ ユヤバわル .やギィ ょΑゲホ ゥゅイレャや ラぺ ユヤバわル .りゅΒエャや ょハゅダョ ヴヤハ ょヤピわャや ゅ

.ヮプΚビ リョ ゆゅわムャや ヴヤハ ユムエル Ιぺ ユヤバわル .フやギワΕや ペΒボエわャ キゅイャや モヨバャや ユヰヨャや リョ .ユΒヨダゎヱ ゲらタヱ 
 



6- Writing  
 さAヴデｷaｷIｷ;ﾉ ｷﾐデWﾉﾉｷｪWﾐIW ｷゲ デｴW ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa ﾏ;IｴｷﾐWゲ デﾗ デｴｷﾐﾆが ﾉW;ヴﾐ ;ﾐS ｷﾏｷデ;デW デｴW ┘;┞ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ HWｷﾐｪゲ ;Iデく TｴW┞ ;ヴW I;ﾉﾉWS 
''smart '' machines because they can work on their own.'' 

 Plan and write an article of two paragraphs (not less than 12 sentences) aHﾗ┌デ さartificial intelligence applications or 

machinesざ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾐｪ how they may be useful for humans and how they may be harmful for them.  

Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  

              Artificial   intelligence machines are very important in our life. They are very useful 

for humans in many ways. They help us at home. They make our life easier and more 

comfortable. They save our time and effort. They can work for 24 hours a day without 

stopping. They are accurate and never make mistakes. They can do dangerous jobs in space, 

volcanoes or under the sea. They help in surgery. They increase mass production. They are 

fast than humans and more reliable. They are available at all times. 
 

             Artificial   intelligence machines are not perfect. They may be harmful for people too. 

Many people lose their jobs in factories if there are AI machines. They cause unemployment. 

They make people very lazy too. They cause many health problems. They aren’t creative or 
emotive. They only do what they are programmed to do. They only do few tasks. People over 

depend on them. They need expensive maintenance. They may take over the world. 

 

Artificial   intelligence machines 

How they may be useful for 

humans 

How they may be harmful for them 

1- help us at home 

2- make life easier  

3- save time, efforts  

4- work 24 hours a day 

5-  accurate, never makes mistakes 

6-  do dangerous jobs 

7-   help in surgery 

8-  increase mass production 

9-  fast, reliable  

1- people lose jobs 

2-  unemployment 

3- people become lazy 

4- health problems 

5- only do what they are programmed to do 

6- do few tasks 

7- people over depend on them 

8- expensive maintenance 

9- may take over the world 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         ¬ゅミグャや れΙへ ゲらわバゎ ゅレゎゅΒェ モバイゎ ゅヰルま .メゴレヨャや ヶプ ゅレルヱギハゅジΑ .りゲΒんミ ゥやヲル リョ ゲゼらヤャ や ⇔ギィ りギΒヘョ ゅヰルま .ゅレゎゅΒェ ヶプ や ⇔ギィ るヨヰョ ヶハゅレトタΙや
 りギヨャ モヨバャや ユヰレムヨΑ .ゅルギヰィヱ ゅレわホヱ ラヱゲプヲΑ ユヰルま .るェやケ ゲんミぺヱ モヰシぺ24  ユヰレムヨΑ .や ⇔ギよぺ ラヲゃトガΑ Ιヱ ラヲボΒホキ ユヰルま .ブホヲゎ ラヱキ ュヲΒャや ヶプ るハゅシ

ャや ヶプ りゲΒトカ メゅヨハほよ ュゅΒボャや リョ ネゲシぺ ヶヰプ .ユガツャや ァゅわルΗや リョ ギΑゴゎ ゅヰルぺ .るェやゲイャや ヶプ ラヱギハゅジΑ .ゲエらャや ウトシ ろエゎ ヱぺ リΒミやゲらャや ヱぺ ¬ゅツヘ
.れゅホヱΕや ノΒヨィ ヶプ ラヲェゅわョ ユワ .るΒホヲをヲョ ゲんミぺヱ ゲゼらャや 

             ノルゅダヨャや ヶプ ユヰヘもゅドヱ サゅレャや リョ ゲΒんムャや ギボヘΑ .ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ サゅレヤャ りケゅッ ラヲムゎ ギホ .るΒャゅんョ ろジΒャ ヶハゅレトタΙや ¬ゅミグャや れΙへ  ポゅレワ ろルゅミ やクま
 やヲジΒャ ユヰルま .るΒエダャや モミゅゼヨャや リョ ギΑギバャや ょらジゎ .ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ るΑゅピヤャ ヴャゅジミ サゅレャや ラヲヤバイΑ ユヰルま .るャゅトらャや ょらジゎ ゅヰルま .ヶハゅレトタΙや ¬ゅミグヤャ れΙへ

エΑ .ュコΚャや リョ ゲんミぺ ユヰΒヤハ サゅレャや ギヨわバΑ .るヤΒヤホ ュゅヰヨよ ラヲョヲボΑ テボプ ユワ .ヮよ ュゅΒボヤャ ユヰわイョゲよ ろヨゎ ゅョ テボプ ラヲヤバヘΑ .リΒΒヘヅゅハ ヱぺ リΒハギらョ ラヲィゅわ
 .リヨんャや るヌワゅよ るルゅΒタ ヴャまヱ.ユャゅバャや ヴヤハ ラヱゲトΒジΑ ギホ 

 


